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Dear all,
Summer has arrived and with it the sunny weather! As everyone, I am keen to be outside and meet up with
people seen only on Zoom for the past year. I hope you are enjoying this season as much as I am.
The second year of our AIMLAC CDT has flown by. At lot of things happened: the students in the first
cohort have been matched with the external partners and arrangements for the six-months placements are
in place. About half of the students has commenced their placement by now. The second cohort has
completed the first year of training and research. I was particularly impressed by the poster session at our
June event: already in the first year many research results have been obtained. The recruitment for the
third cohort, with an October 2021 start, has been completed.
In September our second cohort will meet with the partners to arrange their placements, this will be an
important event for both students and partners. We are looking for new partners to join as well, feel free to
contact us with any contacts you have.
From the many other topics to be found in the newsletter, I want to mention here two activities: first I would
like to thank the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) committee for all their efforts. The website now
contains a tab on EDI, which includes our EDI statement and many resources to explore. Second, I want to
thank the DataAid team, for organising the DataAid event in January. The feedback from both charity
partners and students indicates this was a great success, and the DataAid team is already well underway in
their planning of next year’s event.
Finally, there are some changes on the Management Board: with regret we have to say goodbye to Simon
Hands (Swansea University), who was one of the initiators of the STFC Data-Intensive CDT and has
provided outstanding leadership and development throughout, to Mark Dawson (Swansea Academy for
Advanced Computing & Supercomputing Wales), who as Research Software Engineer was instrumental in
developing and delivering the RSE training activities and the coding challenge, to Owain Huw, who as
Programme Manager at Supercomputing Wales has supported the AIMLAC CDT from the start, and to
Shangming Zhou (Swansea University), who was essential in developing the medical and health theme at
Swansea and has taken a position as Professor of e-Health at Plymouth University. You can read more
about Simon and Mark further down in this newsletter. Best wishes to all!
We are also pleased to welcome two new members on the Management Board: Steve Conlan and Sinead
Brophy, both from the Medical School at Swansea, bring a wealth of experience on bio-computation,
functional genomics, and health data science. They are introduced in this newsletter as well.
I am looking forward to meeting everyone in person, either again or for the first time, and I wish you a good
summer!
Gert
Director of AIMLAC
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Our students have been busy presenting at conferences, organising conferences, and events, and
publishing papers.

Tonicha Crook
As a student representative last year, we were contacted by a student at Bristol
university about a link between CDTs all in AI, machine learning and data science.
Thinking this was an amazing idea, I have now become one of the organisers of the
events! The Postgraduate in Artificial Intelligence Link (PAI-Link) brings together
PhD students across the country. This project has multiple goals; providing a
platform where AI CDT students can connect with fellow students across the
country; allowing students to explore new areas in an accessible way by designing
talks and workshops to have a tutorial style; providing an opportunity for students to
present their work to a wide audience; attracting important and tailored industry
speakers and “AI celebrities”; organizing challenges and collaborative tasks such as
Hackathons and Kaggle-like competitions.
Our first event takes place on 25th June 2021, with three students talking about their research areas. We
hope to also hold a social event after the talks, allowing all the students to get to know each other more.
This is a student led project, which we hope will allow PhD students to present more and get more
confident. The PAI-Link is now all set up and our first session if 25th June 2021 at 2pm!
Sophie Sadler
Facebook internship
2nd year AIMLAC student Sophie Sadler will be taking four months this Summer to
complete a research internship in Facebook’s Core Data Science team in London.
Starting on the 21st of June, she will be working as part of a small team using
machine learning and statistics to solve problems in computational social science
faced by product teams across the company. She will also have the opportunity to
be part of the company’s intern culture, participating in both large and small-scale
events including virtual hackathons and social activities.

FameLab
Earlier this year, Sophie also participated in FameLab, an international science communication competition.
She progressed from the first round in Swansea to the Welsh final, having to give a new three-minute talk
for each of the two rounds. The first of these used a dog-training analogy to explain reinforcement learning;
the second enlisted an example using Taylor Swift songs to explain a well-known problem in mathematics.
Both can be found on the Swansea University YouTube channel. The competition was fierce, with many
excellent speakers participating from across Wales, making it a great opportunity to meet fellow public
speaking and science enthusiasts!
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Jamie Duell
Jamie, a second year student had a conference paper accepted for the IEEE International Conference on
Biomedical and Health Informatics (BHI) - https://www.bhi-bsn-2021.org/
Drew Mack
Drew Mack a first year student has had an abstract accepted for a major international
infectious disease conference - https://www.eccmid.org/
This abstract explores the association between certain mutations within the proof-reading
system of SARS-CoV-2 and an increased rate of evolution - and to our knowledge this is
the first time this effect has been shown. This research was largely dependent on
computational modelling to determine structural changes in SARS-CoV-2 and evolutionary
trajectories.

DataAid is our student driven programme which unites the analytical skills and expertise of PhD students in
the Data Intensive CDT and the AIMLAC CDT with charities in need of data support to generate valuable
new insights and perspectives on the data they hold. The DataAid programme runs two-day events
attended by the CDT student cohorts and charity partners.
https://www.swansea.ac.uk/press-office/news-events/news/2021/04/data-science-for-charities-student-ledprogramme-gives-valuable-insight-to-non-profits.php
The next event is to take place on the 30th - 31st March 2022
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Staff news
Professor Gert Aarts, Director of the AIMLAC CDT has been appointed Director of European
Centre for Theoretical Nuclear Physics will be responsible for its intensive schedule of
international workshops, collaboration meetings, and doctoral training programmes, and
more recently has been appointed into the newly created role of Deputy Pro Vice Chancellor
for Post Graduate Research at Swansea University.
Dr Ed Bennett from the Swansea Academy of Advanced Computing, has
successfully secured the first Fellowship offered by the Science & Technology
Facilities Council (STFC) in Research Software Engineering. Fellowship—the only
one awarded this year—competing with bids from the particle physics, nuclear
physics, space science and astronomy research communities across the UK.
Worth £600k, it will help drive the development of cutting-edge research software
and promote the vital role of software in enabling high-quality research.
The Fellowship will support Dr Bennett in his aim to help the wider research community by improving
software they use, to support and train other researchers and to conduct his own research.
Read more here https://www.swansea.ac.uk/press-office/news-events/news/2021/04/university-softwareengineer-wins-major-fellowship-award.php
Professor Simon Hands will be leaving Swansea University at the end of July to take up
the role of Professor of Theoretical Physics, on a parttime basis, in the Department of
Mathematical Sciences at Liverpool University. Simon is returning to his hometown and is
very excited by the prospect of renewing ties there and enjoying its cultural richness. Simon
said “While at Liverpool I'll also have a role as Community Development Director for DiRAC,
a UK high performance computing facility devoted to the support of theoretical and
computational research in astronomy, nuclear and particle physics. I've been involved with DiRAC from day
one, and in recent years have served as co-chair of its Project Board - DiRAC is about to launch a £20M
hardware refreshment which will increase its scientific reach by about a factor of 30 - so this is a very
exciting time to move from the boardroom to the shop-floor!”

Dr Mark Dawson a Research Software Engineer (RSE) at Swansea University has
taken up a new role at Polecat Intelligence. Many thanks to Mark for his support in
shaping and delivering RSE training to our cohorts.
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Newest Board members

Steve Conlan, Professor of Molecular and Cell Biology in Swansea
University Medical School recently joined the AIMLAC management board.
Steve’s biocomputational interests are in Functional Genomics including
transcriptomics and epigenomics, and the integration of this data with cellular
imaging in 3D cancer models. Recently he has started to investigate
biological systems using single and spatial genomics approaches. Steve is
the research and innovation implementation group chair in Genomics
Partnership Wales and sits on the programme board for Advanced Therapies
Wales and the Executive group of Wales Cancer Research Centre. Please do
contact Steve if you would like to discuss opportunities in the Medical School,
or more widely in the healthcare arena.

Sinead Brophy, Professor in Health Data Research UK (Wales/N.Ireland),
Director of the National Centre of Population Health and Wellbeing Research
and Lead of Early Years in Administrative Data Research Wales. Member of
the Independent Scientific Advisory Committee of MHRA, Member of the
Medical Research Council’s Population and Systems Medicine Board
(PSMB), Member of the commissioning panel for the ESRC Research
Methods Development grants and Member of the College of Experts to
support the DHSC/UKRI COVID-19 Rapid Response Rolling call.
Dubai EXPO 2020
We are very excited to announce that The AIMLAC CDT has been accepted
to participate in the Advance Day at Dubai EXPO 2020 which takes place on
March 19th, 2022.
This will be an in-person event that will engage with a broad section of the
public: business, school children adults and families.
We plan to host an exciting range of activities and talks by staff and second
year students on the AIMLAC CDT at Swansea University to educate, engage
and enthuse those who attend in AI and how we can plan for a better future.

https://www.ukpavilionvirtualtour.co.uk/
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Get to know some of our first-year students a little more before meeting with them in September to
discuss placements.

Will Robinson, Aberystwyth

How are you enjoying your PhD and being part of a CDT? Thoroughly enjoying it all
so far. After years of freelancing, this is a breath of fresh air.
The CDT is challenging but the sense of connection, of being part of a cohort rather than
an atomised PhD student, is very useful - especially in this unusual year where the typical
bonds made in the departmental offices could not happen.
What have you done in your first year? After being encouraged to get right into experimentation by my
supervisors, I spent a large portion of this year constructing an autoencoder experiment which was quite
successful. I am currently working on a robust evaluation framework for this and further experiments to
assist in making these results more publishable.
What are you looking for in a placement? As a mature student with a family, I have a limited range of
options when it comes to placements. Remote or local work will be a must - but luckily I've done many
remote projects in the past, so taking on a new one won't be a huge leap. That said, it would also be
interesting to have a job role in which my primary contribution is not as a software engineer, for the first
time in decades.
What are your career ambitions? I've applied for the TPAU (Teaching Postgraduates at Aberystwyth
University) scheme with the intention of getting ahead with Postgraduate Certificate of Teaching Higher
Education (PGCTHE) training, since I'm hoping to move toward a lectureship sooner rather than later.
However, it's not impossible my entrepreneurial side will resurface once again!
Conferences/events attended. I'll be attending the Medical Image Understanding and Analysis (MIUA)
conference virtually this July.

Ben Page, Swansea University
How are you enjoying your PhD and being part of a CDT? I have very much enjoyed the
journey so far and have found the AIMLAC CDT courses both interesting and engaging, with
the RSE computing courses being a personal favourite. I'm certainly looking forward to
meeting everyone in-person, hopefully soon!
What have you done in your first year? So far, I have made good progress with my
research- titled "Novel approaches to the study of the heavy meson spectrum at finite
temperature". I have created my own analysis code which uses a geophysics technique
called the Backus-Gilbert method to predict the spectrum of these subatomic particles. My current focus is
on improving the performance of this technique when working with a particular variation of the method.
What are your career ambitions?I am relatively easy-going regarding career goals- I feel that gaining
satisfaction in the work I do takes priority over a particular job or career path. I am really enjoying research
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and would be interested in continuing with academia, but I also have a keen interest in business, finance,
and high-performance computing.
Conferences/events attended. One of the most interesting events that I have attended outside of the CDT
was the European EuroPLEx autumn school on Lattice Field Theory, QCD and high-performance
computing. I am also very much looking forward to attending this year's Lattice2021 conference, where I
will be reporting some results from this year's research.

Jake Amey, University of Bristol
How are you enjoying your PhD and being part of a CDT? So far, despite being isolated
from my colleagues by COVID, the PhD and CDT in general have been an incredibly
pleasurable and rewarding experience. Steadily becoming an expert in my field comes with
an immense sense of progression, especially as working at the forefront of research allows
for a good amount of creativity in problem solving. The aspect provided specifically by the
CDT, such as the coding challenge or data visualisation modules, have also been fantastic experiences
that have allowed me to approach an open-ended challenge in my own way.
What have you done in your first year?A large part of my first year has been devoted to delving deep
into the topics of both particle physics and machine learning. As my research project is part of the LHCb
collaboration at CERN, time has also been devoted to getting to know other members of the collaboration,
and discussing with them the various bespoke pieces of software used internally. I have taken up the role
as chair of the Bristol LHCb group weekly meetings, and lead the review process at these meetings for
LHCb research papers. In addition, I have been developing my coding skillset through workshops
organised by the CDT and by applying these skills practically in my research project.
What are you looking for in a placement?For me an ideal placement would consist of a challenging
environment, primarily focused on using machine learning on big data in a novel way, and one that
understands the importance of allowing for creativity in the way problems are approached. I also have an
interest in not only optimising ML models, but understanding how these 'black box' methods actually work.
What are your career ambitions?To be at the forefront of potentially world changing research utilising
machine learning, be it in academia or industry.

Bishnu Paudel, Aberystwyth University
How are you enjoying your PhD and being part of a CDT?
My PhD allows me to explore learning algorithms and experiment with different techniques to
try to push the boundaries of what is possible with Stroke segmentation. Being part of the
AIMLAC CDT means I have a lot of exposure to artificial intelligence research in other areas
and the opportunity to collaborate with other PhD students in group projects. The training
modules and assignments were all helpful and helped broaden my knowledge in AI and Data
processing.
What have you done in your first year? Aside from the module assignments, I have focused on building
an image segmentation pipeline to process MRI images and to produce a segmentation mask. At initial
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stages, I explored the dataset with some visualisations to reflect the proportion of lesions within the dataset
and where they were located. I followed this by building detection models to predict the presence of lesions.
For the segmentation, I started working from a codebase for ultrasound segmentation and adapted it to
produce segmentation results for MRI scans. I am now experimenting with the segmentation models to
understand the impact of various features of architecture and with data manipulation to better understand
the results.
What are you looking for in a placement? The ideal placement for me will be one where I can be
productive immediately as part of a structured project.
What are your career ambitions?
I want to develop a good overall understanding of AI software development and delivery process. I hope to
use this knowledge in the medical sector.
Conferences/events attended. AIMLAC CDT training events so far, MIUA (scheduled)

Luke Lunn - Aberystwyth University - Space Robotics and Computer Vision
Working with AIMLAC has provided me with the opportunity to study a topic which has long
been a great interest of mine. Previously very few opportunities had arisen to work in a field
which could further space exploration, it was always just something I read about in my spare
time. So, when I saw a project which would work with Mars’s rover images, and involve
collaboration with the ESA, I couldn’t pass it up.
The first year of my PhD has not disappointed. With papers involving concepts like planetary
formation and potential sites for alien life. Meetings with working scientists at ESA regarding actual
solutions to taking images on another planet. Workshops which provide me with the tools to make a real,
useful contribution to this field. A group project allowing me to meet and work with new friends, on a
machine learning solution to sales from a renewable energy site. It really has been a tough, fulfilling,
worthwhile year.
One of the main points of excitement for me when joining AIMLAC was the list of industry partners, with so
many huge names listed as possibilities. When it comes to the placement, I’m looking for something which
challenges my abilities in computer vision and image processing as technical skills. More importantly
though, for me personally, I would like to know what it’s like to be a part of a working team in industry, to
see the different possibilities for career advancement and where I might be in the future, and to learn from
experienced and capable people who can help me to achieve greater goals.
To any of those about to join AIMLAC or thinking about applying, I would strongly recommend them. They
provide great resources, support you through your studies and difficulties, and there are endless
opportunities for conferences and events to attend (such as the recent CogX festival I attended virtually). I
am looking forward to the following years, and with any luck, a successful PhD and some beautifully
coloured photos of Mars.
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State of the art supercomputer for accelerating numerical computations in AI and Machine Learning
installed at Swansea University
A supercomputer that can perform 15,000 trillion operations per second, has been installed at Swansea
University, where it will support research on artificial intelligence (AI) in fields from engineering to medicine.
Most of the research undertaken within the AIMLAC and the DI CDTs qualifies for priority use of the
facility.
The supercomputer, built using six BullSequana X410 servers containing 8 NVIDIA A100 accelerators
each, will be based at the University’s Bay Data Centre but will be available to researchers and companies
across Wales who are working in AI.
Part of the AccelerateAI project, it has been supplied by Atos and funded by the Welsh Government’s Ser
Cymru programme. Ser Cymru and AccelerateAI are supported by the EU’s European Regional
Development Fund.
The system will become a crucial research tool for teams investigating the potential of AI, with applications
such as:
•
•
•
•
•

analysing patient data for early diagnosis and personalised treatment
improving the efficiency of industrial processes, for example in steel manufacturing
novel materials, such as nanomaterials and graphene
optimisation of power grid systems
new methods and applications of AI and Machine Learning

AccelerateAI encompasses research groups in engineering, medicine and science across Wales. The
common denominator is that their research is based on advanced machine learning and deep learning
algorithms that require the very latest dedicated hardware platforms.
Researchers from other universities within the Supercomputing Wales consortium – including Cardiff,
Aberystwyth and Bangor – will have access to the system, helping to support the country’s ambition to
compete globally for research and innovation projects.
Professor Biagio Lucini, who sits in the board of directors of the CDT AIMLAC and of the DI-CDT, is the
Principal Investigator of the AccelerateAI project. Concerning the new computational resource, he says:
“We are pleased that the delivery of this cutting-edge, AI BullSequana X410 supercomputer will empower
academics across Wales to drive forward potentially ground-breaking discoveries. Building on the success
of the Supercomputing Wales project, this highly innovative equipment will improve adoption of AI methods
in the industry for solving research problems, while strengthening Wales’ position as a leading
supercomputing hub. I am also particularly excited at the prospect that CDT students will be among the
main beneficiaries of the availability of the AccelerateAI supercomputer: not only will this resource facilitate
their doctoral research and increase its international competitiveness, but through the system they will get
advanced training on state of the art technologies that will substantially contribute to their skills and support
them in their journey to become future leaders in the fields of AI and Data Science.”
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Prof. Steve Conlan, a director of the AIMLAC CDT and a leading researcher in Genomics, who is also an
investigator in the AccelerateAI project, says:
“The availability of genomics data continues to grow, through initiatives such as Genomics UK. AI offers a
route to exploiting this information in areas including human genomics, pathogen genomics and the
emerging area of functional genomics for patient and societal benefit.”
For further information about the AccelerateAI facility, please contact Professor Biagio Lucini
(b.lucini@swansea.ac.uk).

https://www.swansea.ac.uk/press-office/news-events/news/2021/03/new-supercomputer-will-accelerateresearch-into-uses-of-artificial-intelligence.php

Equality, Diversity and inclusion
The DI CDT and AIMLAC have formed a collaborative EDI committee to share best practice, knowledge
and promote and pursue EDI issues. EDI will be a running section in our newsletters, and we are planning
regular EDI sessions at our training events.
Roberta Chiovoloni, the current EDI Chair for the committee shared some of the missions of the newly
formed committee:
The EDI committee shall ensure that there is an integrated, proactive approach to equality, diversity and
inclusion for all the members of the CDT-DI -AIMLAC cohort. All CDT-DI-AIMLAC events, training
opportunities and seminars respect EDI standards and ideas. The recruitment messages and materials
promotes the cohort as an inclusive environment. The committee will also provide training possibilities to
the CDT-DI-AIMLAC members during some of the cohort's events.
During the training, experts in the fields will provide insight on EDI matters and raise awareness around the
topic.
The committee is currently in the early stages of an outreach project and hope to explore and integrate with
current outreach initiatives within Universities linked to the CDT and educate and inform communities about
the CDT to encourage a diverse and inclusive future.
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External partners

The CDT works with a range of external partners, some examples are below. If you are not on the list and
would like to work with and support us, please contact us at aimlac-cdt@swansea.ac.uk
Opportunities include shaping the CDT, access to the next generation of experts in the field, and support in
developing projects

Industry placements

Thank you to our CDT partners for supporting 6-month placements for our now 2nd year cohort. All our 2019
students have been matched with placements at the following industrial partners: Agxio, Amplify, Mobileum,
Hywel Dda University Health Board, STFC, GCHQ and the Heilbronn Institute, EDF energy and We predict,
and some have already started their 6-month project.

The next round of placement matching will begin at the Induction event 21st to 23rd September. Please save
this date in your diary, this event promises great talks, networking opportunities, and more about how you
can get involved in hosting a student placement.
Links to talks and resources on the website
Contact
If you are interested in hosting a placement, or if you would like to know more about our industry placement
process, and have a project in mind for a student, please get in touch with us at cdt-aimlac@swansea.ac.uk
Rhian Melita Morris - CDT Centre Manager (Swansea) r.m.morris@swansea.ac.uk
Mrs Roz Toft - CDT Research Support Officer (Swansea) r.toft@swansea.ac.uk
Links to previous newsletters are available on the AIMLAC website
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The first year students presented posters at our last event 8-11th June, here are just a
sample:

Generating the True Colour of Space
Luke Lunn Computer Science PhD Student

A) Geological filters capture a very thin bandwidth of light.

We can combine all the geological filter images to make red, green, and blue.

Taking images in space has never been as
simple as clicking a button on a camera.
Radiation damaging photo receptors,
magnetic
dust
storms,
otherworldly
illumination, are but a few obstacles in the
challenge. So, in order to get a colour image
accurately depicting a planet like Mars, we
need to get an understanding of the
properties affecting the image. In essence, it
boils down to how light bounces around and
off the target of our photograph. Geological
filters give an understanding of what it is the
light is bouncing off, and which wavelengths
interact the most. Combine this with a
calibration target, which we already know
how light interacts with, and it is possible to
generate colour. This is the general process
used in todays colourisation of space images.

The topic of my research concerns both
the accuracy, and potential automation
of the process depicted above. Either to
generate beautiful images of space for
viewing, or to accurately depict the
properties of colour on other planets.

B) Distribution of wavelengths detected by geological
filters, against red, green, and blue light distributions.

RGB combined, gives a digital image in full colour.

Manual colouring methods provide
a best g ess image which could
train a convolutional neural network
to learn the colour. If this property
can be learned, it could potentially
cut out the need for images of the
calibration target, deal with unseen
weather conditions, and reduce the
need for calculations. The success of
this can vary, as exaggerated by
figure D. Therefore, another
possible use would be to generate
vibrant, beautiful images to give an
as if you were there view of
another planet.

Supervisors: Dr. Helen Miles, Dr. Fred Labrosse

C) Calibration target design
for the ExoMars rover.

D) Earth trained CNN guessing
colour of sand dunes on Mars.
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Meet the Management Board
http://cdt-aimlac.org/cdt-people.html

Prof Gert
Aarts - CDT
Director,
Swansea

Prof Biagio
Lucini - CDT
Technical
Director,
Swansea

Prof Reyer
Zwiggelaar,
Aberystwyth

Rhian Melita
Morris - CDT
Centre
Manager,
Swansea

Roz Toft - CDT
Research
Support Officer,
Swansea

Prof
Jonathan
Roberts,
Bangor

Prof Stephen
Fairhurst,
Cardiff

Dr Henning
Flaecher, Bristol

Prof Sinead
Brophy,
Swansea

Prof Steve
Conlan,
Swansea

Prof Malcolm
Bremer, Bristol

Prof Roger
Whitaker,
Cardiff

Dr Colin Sauze
(Supercomputin
g Wales,
Aberystwyth)

Dr Michele
Mesiti,

Dr Ed
Bennett
(Supercompu
ting Wales,
SA2C)

(Supercomp
uting Wales,
SA2C)

Student Representative committee
Ben Winter – Chair of the CDT Student Board
Sophie Sadler – Co-Chair of the CDT Student Board
Frank Krzyzowski - Co-Chair of the CDT Student Board
Thomas Spriggs – Student Representative for CDT and Swansea University CDT Governance group
Tonicha Crook – Student Representative for CDT

